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genghis khans mongol empire pdf
Name. What is referred to in English as the Mongol Empire was called the Ikh Mongol Uls (ikh: "great", uls:
"state"; Great Mongolian State). In the 1240s, one of Genghis's descendants, GÃ¼yÃ¼k Khan, wrote a letter
to Pope Innocent IV which used the preamble "Dalai (great/oceanic) Khagan of the great Mongolian state
(ulus)". After the succession war between Kublai Khan and his brother Ariq ...
Mongol Empire - Wikipedia
Coined as a parallel to Pax Romana, the Pax Mongolica (Latin for "Peace of the Mongols") was the term for
situation where trade between China and Europe in the 13th and 14th centuries was common and free from
profound interference. Although the Mongol system of administration and governance during the brief era
was not exactly peaceful, the Pax Mongolica was a time of relative peace throughout ...
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